
Grumps, Fits and Tantrums 

Dr. Roger McIntire 

Editor’s note: This is the first in a series of three about 

emotional outbursts. 

Most letters to CCBS concern tantrums and other emotional outbursts by the preteen set. The 

problem is prevalent because there are so many causes. Disrupting routine by changing sleep and 

meal times can trigger an outburst. So can the disappointment that follows when a child’s 

unrealistic demands are not met. Keeping these reasons in mind can help a parent be patient 

when tantrums occur at odd times. 

When a child who regularly throws tantrums makes a request, parents need to be careful. As 

every parent knows, the decision to deny the request should not be altered by a tantrum, but often 

a less clear reaction gets parents into hotter water. 

An explosive child may tempt his mom or dad to put off a confrontation with, "I'll think about 

it," or "We'll have to wait until your mother (or father) comes home." Most kids don’t have the 

patience to take up a new activity and put another on the wait-and-see list until the parental 

powers have decided. The long delay makes a tantrum likely. A postponement sounds weak and 

tempts a child to fight for what he or she wants?plenty of time to try out naagging, fussing and 

even a tantrum. 

Instead of switching to a new activity, the childish thing to do is cling to the present direction 

and push for an answer. 

Another argument for prompt decisions is that they not only allow less time for a tantrum to 

develop but also less time for parents to give in. 

If the tantrum starts anyway, the “all stop” method has been popular with parents. The term 

comes from the Navy when the ship captain commands, "All stop!" and all engines, whether in 

reverse, slow, or full speed ahead, are shut down and the ship is dead in the water. For tantrums 

it means no further discussion, no alternatives and no argument. Mom merely says, "We're in "all 

stop" until you stop this tantrum" and nothing else. 

One disadvantage to this approach is that most of us will not really stop and say nothing else. We 

want to finish our point and refute theirs. So we’re tempted to continue to talk, cajole, plead and 

threaten. If the tantrum gets longer and louder, parents are tempted to do the same. 

It’s easy to inadvertently feed the tiger because as he escalates his volume, then your own 

volume and anger goes up only to be imitated in the next round. 



If your not-so-darling afternoon companion is looking for an entertaining argument, then giving 

him one only makes you a continuing victim. Keep explanations short and boring. Repeating 

your side of the argument with new reasons only provides a nasty kid with new ammunition to 

use. Keep the words and tone of voice exactly the same, no use adding entertainment variety to 

the problem. 

The best solution will come from patience with a child not experienced with life’s usual stresses 

and not mature enough to handle frustration, hunger, or fatigue without emotion. Parents can 

help with a low-key and consistent reaction when tantrums do erupt.  

Fears, Worries and Panic 

Dr. Roger McIntire 

Editor’s note: This is the second in a series of three about 

emotional outbursts. 

You can’t always reason with fears and panic, but you can sympathize and present a careful 

example.  

Brain pathways for fears that are conditioned from traumatic experiences are not the same as 

pathways in the brain for more reasoned experiences with natural consequences. Therefore 

reactions to fear cannot be soothed with reason. Telling a child to “get hold of himself” or “stop 

being such a baby” won’t be much comfort. Better to calm your child with a quiet voice and no 

added argument or blame. 

Eight-year-old Allen: “Those terrorists could be right here on our street ready to blow us up.” 

Mom: “Now Allen, there aren’t any terrorists on our street.” 

Allen: “You don’t know, the guy on TV says they could be anywhere.” 

The problem with this conversation is that both sides are partly right. Of course, some form of 

terrorism could happen anywhere. It’s not likely, but not inconceivable either. Even though both 

sides are partly right, Mom, in an effort to calm Allen down, objected to his extreme statement 

and took up her offense-defense mode without allowing any room for agreement. Let’s give her 

another chance: 

Mom: “Where did they say those terrorists did that?” 

Allen: “Over in that war, but it could happen anywhere.” 

Mom: “It could. But what is possible and what is likely can be very different.” 



Allen: “Sure, but we need to be careful.” 

Mom: “You’re right.” 

Where will this conversation go? Mom doesn’t want to erase every bit of Allen’s concern, and 

she would like to stay on his side. His panic isn’t going to make him feel better. So she agrees 

when she can and poses a broader view when she can. The parenting job is not easy. 

If all worries are criticized as wrong, Allen may eventually hide his concerns from both friends 

and parents - all disguised or covered overr by an attitude that says everything is just fine. Yet 

the daily news usually has a story of a troublesome teen who underneath was not just fine. How 

can you improve your teen's communication of these problems? 

You need time. If you find yourself always trying to close up one conversation so you can get on 

to winning the next, your teen is likely to be arguing or leaving on most occasions. Some part of 

the day has to be reserved with a priority for a child-teen to talk and a parent to listen. Will that 

be between work and dinner? At dinner? Between dinner and the next event? 

Once selected, stick to it and give it its due. No conclusion needs to be reached and no decision 

needs to be made. Just exploring fears in a broad context of options and alternatives can ease an 

otherwise terrifying day. Don’t go for closure, let closure come to you.  

Kids often have repetitious thoughts expressing dread of some threatening future event - a test, a 

medical exam or a difficult social situation.. One way to relieve fear is to give up looking for an 

answer and work out the next action. 

This "taking action" strategy allows fears and unanswerable questions to be replaced with small 

actions. Writing a list of possible questions and answers coming up on the English test or 

practicing a classroom presentation in front of family won’t erase fear, but the exercise can bring 

the fear to a controllable and less anxious level. 

What’s Got Into Him? 

Dr. Roger McIntire 

Editor’s note: This is the last in a series of three about 

emotional outbursts. 

Not all emotional problems are the fault of the perpetrator. Many adults have come to recognize 

occasional emotional irritations from coffee or the lack of it, certain foods, medications, delay of 

meals, alcohol abuse, or even missing water for too long. 



Children hardly ever get the connection between these sources and their blues, grumps or 

irritableness. Even parents may need records of moods and diet to see that some mood swings 

are related to certain foods. 

Allergies don’t always show up as dramatic events such as hives or stomach aches. Allergies and 

food intolerances can come out as behavioral irritations. Even serious problems such as bipolar 

disorders or ADHD can be aggravated by allergies and sensitivities to foods. 

Since the behavioral problems are usually a part of family interactions, what causes what is 

difficult to sort out. Keeping a record of your child’s behavior and the foods he eats can be an 

inconvenient task for parents who already have a full schedule. 

Most doctors won’t ask you to keep records, but the information can be very useful whether or 

not a medication is required. 

A good way to start is with the most likely culprits: caffeine, sugar, chocolate, eggs, and milk 

products. Draw up a chart with the days marked down the side and hours across the top. Tape it 

on the refrigerator. 

Record each occasion of the possible culprits and record your rating of your child’s behavior in 

the hours that follow?1 for no diffficulties, 2 for just a slight problem, 3 for getting mad about 

something trivial, 4 for a big confrontation, 5 for a full, losing-it tantrum. Record everything he 

eats at all snacks and meals. Often you may find an allergy with no physical symptom. No hives, 

no itchy eyes or stomach aches, just irritation, prickliness and an occasional tantrum. 

Most of the disturbing foods can also disrupt sleep and poor sleeping habits will cause additional 

behavioral problems. Even timing and quantity of food can disturb sleep and create bad behavior 

the next day. Overweight children and children who snack too late in the evening can have 

trouble sleeping.  

Since most behavior is partly controlled by what happens before and after, I also ask parents to 

include a column on the record for what happens just before and then just after the problem. Two 

hours of TV right before the melt-down or an entertaining argument with Mom every time our 

little terror delays his homework can indicate an answer that can help as much as any pill. 

Medications can be life savers for parents suffering with a severely disturbed child. Drug 

companies have a right to be proud of the help they provide. But it is not right to belittle 

environmental effects just because medication can reduce the symptom. Even in severe cases, 

there are multiple causes and a long-term answer will require that parents discover and deal with 

these social and environmental causes. 

 


